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National Institute of Technology Agartala

BORJALA, JIRANIA, TRIPURA_799046

F.NITA.20(264-ECE)12023-24lVisvesvaraya PhD Scheme/Phase -II/t)-,q q f Dare 2U0A|20U

MEMO

Sub: Names of shortlisted candidates provisionally selected for written test/ Interview at NIT
Agartala for admission in Ph.D programme under Visvesvaraya Ph.D scheme Phase II, for
the January - June 2024 academic session.

Based on the recommendation of the ECE Department, following is the list of candidates
who have been provisionally shortlisted for appearing in the written test/ Interview in connection
with admission in Ph.D programme under Visvesvaraya Ph.D scheme Phase II, for the January *
June 2024 academic session:

Instruction to the candidates
1) The selection is purely provisional, candidates are required to submit all relevant

documents, on the date of written test/ interview, strictly as per mentioned in the
notifi cation for consideration.
Candidates must produce all original documents of educational qualification from
Madhyamik (secondary) onwards, GATEA{ET score card (wherever applicable), proof of
date of birth, proof of caste (SC/ST/OBC-NCL) (for OBC-NCL, certificates must be issued
on or after 01104/2023), PWD certificate (wherever applicable), EWS certificate (issued on
or after 0l/04/2023), certificate of experience if any, copies of research publications if any
along with self-attested copy of all the documents.
All the candidates must fullfill eligibility criteria as per notification dated02l02l2A24.
Written tesV interview will be conducted in phisical mode at NIT Agartala in the
respective department on26/02/2024. Candidates are instructed to report to the Electronics
& Communication Engineering Department, NIT Agartala at 9.30 am on 26/0212024.
Candidates are instructed to visit institute website regularly for any further updates.

Incase of any Quely, the candidates may email to geqlamgcp@nita.ac.tr
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PS to the Director, NIT Agartala for kind information of the Director.
Registrar, NIT Agartala for kind information.
HoD ECE, NIT Agartala, running Ph.D programme for information and taking
necessary action.
Asso. Dean (PG) for information.
System adminishator, NIT Agartala for information and with a request to upload it in
the Institute website.
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SL No. Application ID Name of the applicant Applied Category
I NAGTTVSARP ABHISTIEK SENGUPTA OP

2. NAGTPFORWR DEBALINA ROY CHOUDHURY OP

J. NAGTMHQFPS ANKITA CHAKRABORTY OP

4. NAGTEYO4SH ADITI KAR OBC-NCL

5. NAGTQ35SAY SOUMEN MAITY OP

6. NAGTCDHMIR SRIRAM PAVAN JAMPANI OBC-NCL

7. NAGTRSUNCl BEAUTY DEBBARMA ST

8. NAGT3GDZFD SWASTIKA DAS SC

Barjala, Aga India. website- www.nita.ac.in


